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Endesa to build green hydrogen plant in Spain
Read the full news

Frames Group and Twinning Energy deepens relation on hydrogen
mobility
Frames Group B.V. has acquired half stakes in Twinning Energy B.V. to strengthen their cooperation on the hydrogen
mobility solutions such as green hydrogen generation. Both companies are based on the Netherlands's. Frames Group
manufactures and supplies renewable energy systems while develops emission-neutral energy concepts. "We are
pleased to be able to bring Twinning Energy and Frames together", states Jordi Zonneveld, General Manager at
Frames Group. Both companies have an established and long-standing reputation in the hydrogen sector.

Five new members join AquaVentus association
The AquaVentus association, which aim to use climate-friendly hydrogen technology, has been joined by five new
members. AquaVentus aims to add 10 GW offshore power generation capacity to produce one million tonnes of green
hydrogen by 2035. The five new members are Hydrogenious LOHC Technologies (develops applications for
hydrogen transport and storage), Avia (wind farm company) LNG Terminal (the LNG terminal operator German),
Cuxport (the port logistics company) and Görg (the commercial law firm).

Loop Energy and ECUBES sign offtake agreement
Read the full news

Novatek and Uniper develop hydrogen value chain
Read the full news

PowerCell receives order for MS-100 fuel cell system from the University
of Texas
PowerCell Sweden AB received an order for an MS-100 fuel cell system from the University of Texas, US. The
system will be part of a fuel cell-based solution for stationary power developed jointly with Hitachi ABB Power
Grids. The system will be delivered by mid-2021. It also received another order from a leading European construction
equipment manufacturer. The system is expected to be delivered by the end of the first half of 2021.

Saudi Arabia and France to cooperate on green hydrogen
Read the full news
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The world first double-decker hydrogen bus hit Aberdeen roads
Read the full news
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